
WELCOME!
TODAYS TOPICS:

BEER’S LAW

VARIOUS SMALL THINGS





GP1 – Ray Tracing

Absorption



GP1 – Ray Tracing

Absorption

Beer’s Law:
“There is a logarithmic dependence between the transmission of light 
through a substance and the concentration of that substance, and also 
between the transmission and the length of the path through the 
material.”

A = 

abc

a = molar absorptivity

b = path length

c = concentration

light_out = light_in * e-(ac * length)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/04/Beer_lambert.png
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/04/Beer_lambert.png


light_out = light_in * e-(d * length)

GP1 – Ray Tracing

Practical absorption:

 Apply per color channel

 Apply when you hit the inside of an object

 (D·N) > 0

 Store in materials:

 Absorption for red / green / blue

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/04/Beer_lambert.png
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/04/Beer_lambert.png


GP1 – Ray Tracing

u = 9.9, v = 7.8

u = 9.4, v = 7.3

ufrac = 0.4
vfrac = 0.3

WP1   (1-ufrac)*(1-vfrac)

WP2 ufrac*(1-vfrac)

WP3 (1-ufrac)*vfrac

WP4 1-(WP1+WP2+WP3)

color =
P1 * WP1 + P2 * WP2 +
P3 * WP3 + P4 * WP4

ufrac 1 - ufrac ufrac
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GP1 – Ray Tracing

Ambient occlusion

“Poor man’s GI”

1. AO = percentage of hemisphere where 
sky is obstructed

2. AO = percentage of hemisphere where 
rays can travel distance t without 
being obstructed

3. AO = average distance rays can 
travel towards t, divided by t 

t



GP1 – Ray Tracing

Ambient occlusion

“Poor man’s GI”

What to do with AO value?

 Use it to scale ambient color



GP1 – Ray Tracing

Sphere
Plane
Camera
John
Frustum
FOV
Scene
Ray
Intersection
Primary
Secondary
Shadow
Material
Texture
Normal
Soft shadow
Whitted
Reflection

Matrix
Perpendicular
Cross
Dot
Parallel
Attenuation
Lambertian
Shading
Caustic
Texel
Transmittance
Normalize
Schlick
Monte Carlo
Stratification
Variance
Converging
DOF

Focal plane
Anti-aliasing
Integral
Divide & conquer
Bounding volume
log2n
aabb
Median splitting
Triangle
Path tracing
Russian roulette
A. Kensler
P. Heckbert
GI
Ray tree
Photon
Dielectrics
AO

Medium
Index
Vector
Point
Color
RGB
SAH
GRP1 Rules
IGAD
Refraction
Fresnel
Snell
Dispersion
Mersenne
BVH
Bilerp
Beer’s law
Absorption



this is

THE END



Final Assignment

Finish your ray tracer. Make sure it supports the following:

- Either spheres + planes, or triangles
- Reflections + recursion cap
- Dielectrics + proper Fresnel
- Proper light transport: N dot L, attenuation, absorption
- At least basic plane texturing
- Shadows from point lights and area lights
- Depth of field and anti-aliasing
- Correct absorption / Beer’s law

Use your ray tracer to make an attractive scene.

Prices:

1. The FASTEST ray tracer
2. The PRETTIEST image
3. The MOST ADVANCED ray tracer

DEADLINE: Wednesday in exam week (physical hand-in, pigeon hole)
HAND-IN:  CD, report, everything with name, class, student number
REPORT:   
1. List of implemented features + formulas for these features
2. Overview of light transport + scaling factors at each surface interaction + lines 

where this is implemented in your code, for each material type
3. Manual for your ray tracer (keys, defines, parameters, etc.)
4. Screenshot showcasing clearly all required features



GP1 – Ray Tracing

NEXT WEEK

- 100% Working college
- Q & A
- Final assignment discussion

And if time permits:

- Texture filtering
- Notes on path tracing efficiency
- Notes on BVH construction efficiency / quality


